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Compute-in-Memory (CIM) using emerging nonvolatile (eNVM) memory technologies,
such as resistive random-access memory (RRAM), has been shown by several
implemented macros to be an energy-efﬁcient alternative to traditional von Neumann
architectures [1-6]. Since moving data on- and off-chip has a high energy cost, area
efﬁciency is important to the practical utility of CIM with RRAM. Many systems
demonstrated so far have not reported area efﬁciency or addressed the challenges CIM
with RRAM presents with respect to practical area-constrained integrated circuits.
Figure 16.2.1 shows the topology of the implemented RRAM macro and presents three
challenges. (1) As suggested above, peripheral area overhead for eNVM-based CIM
systems can be signiﬁcant due to the requirement for high-precision analog-to-digital
converters (ADCs) to accommodate reduced sensing margin when multiple states are
represented on the bitline (BL), and due to the need for level shifters (LSs) and isolation
devices to enable safe high-voltage (HV) RRAM writes. To reduce ADC area and power,
the readout circuit should maximize the portion of the available voltage headroom which
is used for representing output states. (2) The macro should support various
applications, which may require different operations (binary vs. MAC) and levels of
accuracy and may be optimized at different RRAM operating points. (3) The array macro
must be compatible with large integrated systems by including all necessary biasing,
having a compact digital interface, and having the ability to power-down with several
granularity levels to support power states. The implemented power-switchable macro
integrates 8× 1-to-4b read channels, one shared self-biasing and reference-generating
circuit per macro, full read and write drivers, and all LSs into a 0.027mm2 layout, 16.2×
smaller than a similar-featured same-technology array [6]. Using estimated area in the
highest-density CIM with RRAM macro recently reported in ISSCC, [4], this macro is
1.56× and 4.23× denser before and after normalizing to the 40nm node.

Figure 16.2.2 details the voltage-regulating current-sense topology designed to address
the ﬁrst two challenges. Sufﬁcient voltage gain A0 provides immunity to process, voltage
and temperature (PVT) variation, while sufﬁcient effective regulating transconductance
A0G0 allows RRAM cells to be measured as current sources with ideal current-domain
CIM state separation. The explicit current-sensing resistor enables constant, PVT-tolerant
current-voltage translation, while the ﬂexible choice of BL target voltage VBLTGT (broken
out off-chip for ease of testing) enables compatibility with a wide range of RRAM cell
resistances. Analysis of the effects of mismatch in the three critical sensing components
motivates geometric matching of the ampliﬁers and sense resistors to allow read
channels to share references. This macro supports a < 6ns binary read mode, 1-to-4b
low-power precise cell drift monitoring mode as in [6], 1-to-4b output CIM mode, and
200ns power switching.

Figure 16.2.3 shows transistor-level implementation of the read channels. The BL
regulator is implemented as a two-transistor gain-enhanced follower with the voltagegain and transconductance elements each a single device. All the bias current for each
channel ﬂows into the RRAM cell load which counteracts the ILEAK due to off-state
measured cells during CIM (increasing effective dynamic range). Since IBIAS ﬂows into
the RRAM cell(s), the maximum measurable resistance is roughly limited to VBLTGT/IBIAS.
To extend the usable maximum RRAM resistance range to ~100kΩ and allow for lowpower cell drift monitoring, the bias circuit allows ~10× switching between high- and
low-bias modes. When no wordline (WL) is selected, negligible current (in order of 10nA)
ﬂows through a diode-connected device to allow the BL to remain in near-regulation.
Post-layout simulation shows arbitrarily large and linear state separation, and 5.3ns
latency to adequate binary state separation. Low ADC kickback to support shared lowpower reference generation is achieved by adding sampling transistors at the comparator
inputs. With reduced capacitive loading on the input gates, input common-mode range
(ICMR) maximum is reduced due to parasitic common-mode feedback during operation.
The addition of PMOSCAPs restores ICMR, resulting in a compact design with > 6.25×
reduction in simulated kickback charge. The reference generator uses common-centroid
poly resistors for even step size and allows controllable step- and start-voltage using
two IDACs for ﬂexibility to application sensing requirements.

Figure 16.2.4 motivates and shows the implementation of the split write/read WL driver
architecture for area-efﬁcient WL drive across two power domains. Level-shifting WL
drivers are needed to support HV ( >1.5V) WL drive during write, but write speeds are
set by the RRAM technology and are at least 100ns. The slower write WL driver is distinct
from the faster read WL driver and uses a full decoder-tree in the HV domain. Using
pass-transistor logic and a ﬁnal-drive buffer, the HV driver requires only 10 differentialoutput LSs (vs. 256 LS without decoder). The separate sub-nanosecond read driver
chains each incorporate only a single HV stage, with a thick-oxide NMOS chosen for best
speed/area tradeoff. Area is reduced 5× vs. individual LS for each WL at slightly improved
overall speed. The read WL drivers are enabled as a block with a single LS, and each WL
is individually controlled with a one-hot select signal. During read, the write WL drivers
are isolated from the WLs by separately power-gating the decoder tree (ensuring the
ﬁnal drive NMOS is off) and power-gating the ﬁnal drive PMOS. Post-layout transients
conﬁrm sub-1ns read WL driver performance and sub-10ns write WL driver
performance.
Figure 16.2.5 shows the measured performance of the read and write circuits. To show
readout circuit performance, the reference-ladder is calibrated using an off-chip port
then swept through known values to accurately measure on-chip voltages. Linear CIM
read with 45-to-75mV state separation (average 3.8mV loss in separation per each
additional on-state cell) and >75% usage of available ADC dynamic range is demonstrated
using binary cells programmed iteratively with a single pass using a threshold. Binary
read of one-shot (no readback/iteration) programmed cells is shown to be robust to cellresistance variation and voltage shifts due to high open-loop gain in the self-biasing and
readout circuits. The readout circuit allows for wide voltage-domain state separation
from limited cell-resistance-domain separation, and one-shot write voltages of 1.7V,
2.6V, and 3.1V for SET (LRS), RESET (HRS), and FORM are shown to successfully
program cells for binary read.
Figure 16.2.6 shows the area efﬁciency, measured energy efﬁciency, and comparison to
other works. The 9 WL (parallel) 1×1b MAC operation shows 26.56/5.63 peak/average
TOPS/W achieved at 0.83V AVDD and 64MHz. Peak efﬁciency is sensitive to bias/leakage
power, and the shown worst-case ﬁgure of 200μW results in nominally worse efﬁciency
compared to prior work [6]. Average efﬁciency is improved 36% (vs. 4.15TOPS/W), and
calibrated simulation shows that biasing the cells for read consumes over 80% of power.
The utility of the staged power-on/off is conﬁrmed by measurement. The area-optimized
RRAM-based CIM macro achieves 2.37Mb/mm2, estimated to be 56% denser than a
prior design in 22nm, here with a smaller-capacity sub-array [4]. Compared to similar
works in 40nm or larger nodes [2, 6], the effective density is approximately 12.5-to16.2× higher. This is due to the HV-domain WL signal encoding and the compact readout
circuit with >45mV state separation. The readout circuits with biasing represent 2.8% of
the total area (9.6% of array area) due to the minimized 2-transistor + bias
implementation, with no energy overhead compared to the biased RRAM cells (excepting
the single bias arm per macro).
Chip micrograph and chip characteristics are shown in Fig. 16.2.7.
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Figure 16.2.1: Design goals for a practical RRAM macro and topology of the Figure 16.2.2: Voltage-regulating current-sense readout circuit topology, details
implemented macro.
about matching requirements, and the supported readout operating modes.
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Figure 16.2.3: Transistor-level schematics and performance simulations of the
readout components including voltage-regulating read circuit, ﬂash ADC with reduced Figure 16.2.4: Split read/write WL driver motivation, schematics, simulations, and
operating waveforms.
kickback, bias circuit, and reference generator.

Figure 16.2.5: Measured behavior of the memory macro detailing performance of Figure 16.2.6: Measured power and energy efﬁciency results, area breakdown, and
CIM read and robust binary read and showing distribution of required write voltages. comparison to other CIM RRAM macro implementations.
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Figure 16.2.7: Die micrograph and chip characteristics.
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